
“Stardew Valley with Diablo-esque combat (and mechs, obviously)”



PLOT / OVERVIEW

The Earth is a polluted, over-crowded, dying world. Corporations own off-world colonies.

The player is sent to Moonshine Gulch, a mining outpost owned by Thornside Holding Company.

Their task is to grow crops and provide the scattered settlements with food.

They will also be responsible for defending the colonists from the native fauna,

consisting of several distinct species of huge bug-like monstrosities.

As As the seasons pass, Thornside Co. will demand increased output from the mines and farms.

Their demands will put the colony at risk. The player now must lead a rebellion, to free

Moonshine Gulch from oppression, fending off raids from the corporation’s mechanised army.



FARMING
Each year is divided between four 30 day seasons. The player will 

plant a variety of crops, watering, defending and harvesting them 

when ready. The better cared for the crops are, the higher the yield.

COLONY MANAGEMENT
Each settlement has preferences for certain crops / meals, with

rrewards for satisfying their needs. Colonists will provide personal 

quests and branching storylines that will affect the colony.

MECHS
Player will own a customisable mech, able to perform farming

functions such as ploughing, harvesting etc. but also equip a variety 

of weapons and enhancements, like rockets or speed boosters.

COMBAT
Fast paced, action packed combat with randomised waves of

enemies enemies that are vulnerable to certain weapon types. Command up 

to 3 customisable assault drones to assist in defending the colony. 



ABOUT ME
My name is Anthony Richardson, born in 1984 in Widnes, a small,

industrial town in the north of England. I’ve dabbled with web and 

graphic design and was admin for Halton for Europe and media

creatcreator for several pro-EU groups nationwide. Avid gamer since I 

was 5, I love everything about video games, my favourites being 

Age of Empires, Desperados and X-Com. I’ve taken several various 

online courses covering most aspects of game production and

released my first game in 2017 for iPhone. (Leviathan Fishing Co.)

MECH FARMER - STATUS
I’ve been developing Mech Farmer for over 2 years in Unity. I’ve

recently released a playable beta (most assets are placeholders, I 

plan to hire 3D artists, animators etc.) but I discovered the pacing 

was terrible, the player spending far too much time in transit or

wwaiting around. Several planned features that may alleviate the 

problems somewhat but I’ve decided re-asses every aspect of the 

game and am currently in the process of planning a major overhaul. 

A delay is by far preferable to releasing a mediocre product.
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Craftable Meal

(NovaCorn + Bug Meat)

Tasty!
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5 main settlements
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